
 

Image-Line has just released FL Studio 12.1.2, the latest stable release in their series of multiplatform DAWs, which use VST
plugins to create music or audio tracks for Windows or macOS computers. This update includes two huge time savers for
professional musicians and producers: a new feature allows you to load and edit more than one track at a time, and the all-new
multi-output mixer eliminates the need for external hardware mixers! Along with these improvements, this new version also
adds support for 12 new VST plugins along with some improvements to existing ones; boosts find your track function
performance; allows you to load individual tracks as audio files (vox/guitar/etc). FL Studio is a complete solution for producing
music, this includes an LFO-driven realtime sequencer with an impressive range of synth-based effects, time stretching, beat
matching styles of mixing, MIDI sequencing / playing along with / recording. FL Studio doesn't only make music possible using
the DAW software but it also lets you to produce your own videos. There is also a VST Audio Editor that can be used either in
conjunction with FL Studio or by itself. All the features in the all-in-one software are implemented in collaboration with FL
Studio 12 Studio Edition which can be purchased separately. FL Studio is intended for professional musicians and producers
that want to work with VST plugins and provide a complete solution for music creation. Image-Line Software was founded by
Robert Haigh, a musician who wished to create a piece of software that would allow musicians to make music from their own
instruments. In 2008, Image-Line released FL Studio 10, which gave users many features they were looking for in real time
audio editing software. In 2009 Image-Line Software was purchased by Korg USA as part of their New Music division. In 2012
Image-Line Software was purchased by Novation (previously Native Instruments) UK Ltd., the UK distributor of Korg
products, located in London W1T 4QR UK. FL Studio 12.1.2 supports the following types of compressed audio files: MP3,
WMA, Ogg Vorbis*, FLAC and WAV (LPCM).

Features: 

By using FL Studio Producer Edition you can also use the software as a VST/AU Plugin host to create your instruments and
effects chains for use in your favorite DAWs. This is a very useful feature when you want to integrate a certain effect or
instrument into your workflow in another program/DAW, or to produce a complete song only in Image-Line Software.  

The Image-Line Remote App for Android phones and tablets allows you to control FL Studio devices from anywhere in the
world. You can view and edit any part of your song from a tablet or phone whilst simultaneously playing your music. This allows
you to control instruments and effects as well as manipulate your arrangement and mixer controls all from a phone or tablet! 

Features: 

The FL Studio GrooveBox is a powerful standalone app that allows you to create rhythms, beats, melodies and song structures.
It also has its own built in mixer.
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